Wrong 1

Correct the mistakes below.
COMMON MISTAKES
It’s a very very
worse.
I already knew
Barcelona.
Then he said me.

It’s much more tall.

How I practice every
day I`ll learn.
What I have to do?

You need make a lot
of money.
I arrival at 10am.

How old was you?

He was 32 years.

7h45
Pendrive

10h15
He don’t speak
English.
I stayed angry.

20 december
Change for BH.

Do you know
Belgium?
The parents are the
best teachers.
1987
The same wrong.

I asked to up my
limit.

Was raining when
you got up?

A patient told me
about your life.

VERBS
I standed up.

If I borned at north.

I sleeped a bit late.

Does your team won?

You was to Porto?

I didn’t did this yet.

We will to told her.

She just need know
how get there.
These was only the
first week.
A friend of me will
call.
6h30
Does he plays the
piano?
We will very rich
soon.

I maked the
exercise.
He go there for
twice times.

I will go play.

If you want to
bought a ticket.

Didn`t saw.

Where did you
went?

I always forgot.

The people knows.

He usually walking.

When we was
younger we go
frequently.

In wednesday.

On january.

At Rio de Janeiro.

Near of Madrid.

I couldn’t to do my
homework.

That what I should
did.

Can you Tuesday?

The team can
worse.

It’s most cheap.

Much more easier.

I’m the older.

I have proud of you.

Have two auctions.

Had a show there.

Have a big store.

I have hungry
before lunch.
I has a big income
last year.
I haven’t a dog.

They have shy about
that
Some peoples has
problems.
One brother has 22
years old.

I have sure about
that.
Have two musicians
there.
How many years she
has?

Don’t have nothing
to do there.
Don’t have nothing
to do there.
Have days without
traffic.
Have some time

I have careful

Don’t have sense

VERB TENSES
She will to travel with
us during we
vacation.
Did you paid for what
you bought?

PREPOSITIONS
At Saturday.

MODALS
I must to read.

COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE
More easy.
More interesting
that Portugal.

HAVE
My boss has 28
years.
She has afraid of that
Don`t have auxiliary.

She were helping
me.

